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abstract
Deploying lightweight tasks individually on grid resources would lead to a situation where
communication overhead dominates the overall application processing time. The communication
overhead can be reduced if we group the lightweight tasks at the meta-scheduler before the deployment.
However, there is a necessity to limit the number of tasks in a group in order to utilise the resources and
the interconnecting network in an optimal manner. In this paper, we propose policies and approaches
to decide the granularity of a task group that obeys the task processing requirements and resourcenetwork utilisation constraints while satisfying the user’s QoS requirements. Experiments on bag-of-task
applications reveal that the proposed policies and approaches lead towards an economical and efficient
way of grid utilisation.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Grid computing [1–3] connects geographically distributed
heterogeneous resources, forming a platform to run resourceintensive applications. A grid application contains a large number
of tasks [4,5]; a meta-scheduler transmits each task file to a
grid resource for execution and retrieves the processed task
from the resource. The overall processing time of a task includes
task invocation at the meta-scheduler, scheduling time, task file
transmission to a resource, waiting time at the resource’s local job
queue, task execution time, and output file transmission to the
meta-scheduler.
A lightweight or fine-grain task requires minimal execution
time (e.g. less than one minute). Executing a large number of
lightweight tasks one-by-one on a grid would result in a low
computation–communication ratio as the total communication
time will be high due to the overhead involved in handling each
small-scale task [6]; the term computation refers to the task
execution time, whereas communication refers to the task and
output file transmission time. This issue can be explained from two
point of views.

• The communication overhead increases proportionally with the
number of tasks.
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• The processing capability of a resource and the capacity of an
interconnecting network will not be optimally utilised when
dealing with lightweight tasks. For example:
– assume that a high-speed machine allows a user to utilise
its CPU for x seconds. Executing lightweight tasks one at
a time on the machine will miss the full processing speed
(e.g. x∗ Million Instructions per Second) of the machine
within x seconds due to the overhead involved in invoking
and executing each task;
– transmitting task and output files one-by-one to and from a
resource may underutilise the achievable bandwidth if the
files are very small.
Hence, deploying lightweight tasks on a grid would lead
to inefficient resource and network utilisation, resulting in an
unfavourable application throughput. This statement is proven
with experiments in Section 5.3.1 of this paper. The experiments
show that grouping the lightweight tasks before the deployment
increases resource utilisation and reduces the overall application
processing time significantly. This stimulates the need for optimal
task granularity (the number of tasks that should be grouped in a
batch) for each resource at runtime.
In this paper, we present the factors that highly affect the
decision on task granularity which result in a set of policies for
determining task granularities at runtime. The policies are then
incorporated in the scheduling strategies of a meta-scheduler
to be tested in a grid environment. Our goal is to reduce the
overall application processing time while maximising the usage of
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resource and network capacities, and obeying the quality of service
(QoS) requirements.
The scheduling strategies are designed to handle computationintensive, parametric and non-parametric sweep applications.
They assume that all the tasks in an application are independent,
computational, and have a similar compilation platform.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: The related
work is explained in Section 2. Section 3 describes the factors
involved in deciding the task granularity followed by the task
granularity policies. Section 4 presents the approaches to deal with
the issues induced by the task granularity policies. The process
flow of the proposed meta-scheduler is explained in a subsection
of Section 4. Section 5 brings the performance analysis of the
scheduling strategies. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper by
suggesting future work.

In our previous work [16], we enhanced our scheduling
algorithm by treating the file size of a task separately from its
processing needs. The algorithm also considers two additional
constraints: space availability at the resource and output file
transmission time. In addition, it is designed to handle unlimited
number of user tasks arriving at the scheduler at runtime.
This paper is an improvement of our previous work [16,17].
We enhanced our scheduling strategies to coordinate with clusterbased resources without synchronisation overhead. The strategies
support the tasks from both parametric and non-parametric sweep
applications. We developed a meta-scheduler, implemented our
proposed task grouping policies and approaches, and tested the
performance in a real grid environment. The user tasks are
transparent to the meta-scheduler and there is no need for a
specific API to generate the tasks.

2. Related work

3. Factors influencing the task granularity

Task granularity adaptation has been one of the most important
research problems in batch processing.
Algorithms pertaining to sequencing tasks in multiple batches
for executions on a single machine to minimise the processing
delays were demonstrated in [7,8]. Following from these experiments, Mosheiov and Oron proposed an additional parameter,
maximum/minimum batch size, to control the number of tasks to
be grouped in a batch in [9].
James et al. [10] scheduled equal numbers of independent
jobs using various scheduling algorithms to a cluster of nodes.
However, their attempt caused an additional overhead as the nodes
were required to be synchronised after each job group execution
iteration.
Sodan et al. [11] conducted simulations to determine the
optimal number of jobs in a batch to be executed in a parallel
environment. The total number of jobs in a batch is optimised
based on minimum and maximum group size, average run-time
of the jobs, machine size, number of running jobs in the machine,
and minimum and maximum node utilisation. These simulations
did not consider varying network usage or bottlenecks. In addition,
the total number of jobs in a batch is constrained with static upper
and lower bounds.
Work towards adapting computational applications to constantly changing resource availability has been conducted by
Maghraoui et al. [12]. A specific API with special constructs is used
to indicate the atomic computational units in each user job. Upon
resource unavailability, the jobs are resized (split or merged) before being migrated to another resource. The special constructs in
a job file indicates the split or merge points.
A few simulations have been conducted to realise the effect
of task grouping in a grid [13]. The tasks were grouped based on
resource’s Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS) and task’s Million
Instructions (MI). MIPS or MI are not the preferred benchmark
matrices as the execution times for two programs of similar MI but
with different compilation platforms can differ [14]. Moreover, a
resource’s full processing capacity may not be available all the time
because of I/O interrupt signals.
In 2008 [15], we designed a scheduling algorithm that
determines the task granularity based on QoS requirements, task
file size, estimated task CPU time, and resource constraints on
maximum allowed CPU time, maximum allowed wall-clock time,
maximum task file transmission time, and task processing cost
per time unit. The simulation shows that the scheduling algorithm
performs better than conventional task scheduling by 20.05% in
terms of overall application processing time when processing 500
tasks. However, it was assumed that the task file size is similar
to the task length which is an oversimplification as the tasks may
contain massive computation loops.

Table 1 depicts the terms or notations and the corresponding
definitions that will be used throughout this paper.
Our aim is to group multiple fine-grain tasks into a batch before
deploying the batch on a resource. When adding a task into a
batch or a group, the processing need of the batch will increase.
This demands us to control the number of tasks in a batch or the
resulting granularity. As a grid resides in a dynamic environment,
the following factors affect the task granularity for a particular
resource:

• The processing requirements of the tasks in a grid application.
• The processing speed and overhead of the grid resources.
• The resource utilisation constraints imposed by the providers
to control the resource usage [18].

• The bandwidths of the interconnecting networks [19].
• The QoS requirements of an application [20].
Fig. 1 depicts the information flow pertaining to the abovementioned factors in a grid environment. The grid model
contains three entities: User Application; Meta-Scheduler; and
Grid Resources. (1) The first input set to the meta-scheduler comes
from the user application which contains a bag of tasks (BoT).

• Tasks: A task (T ) contains files relevant to the execution
instruction, library, task or program, and input data.

• Task Requirements: Each task is associated with task requirements or characteristics which consist of the size of the task file
(TFSize), the estimated size of the output file (OFSize), and the
estimated CPU time of the task (ETCPUTime). The ETCPUTime is
an estimation given by the user based on sample task executions on the user’s local machine. In our context, the ETCPUTime
of a task is measured at the application or task level (not at processor level): from the start of a task execution till the end of
the task execution.
• QoS: The user budget (UBudget ) and deadline (UDeadline)
allocated for executing all the tasks in the BoT.
(2) The second input set to the meta-scheduler is from the
grid resources (GR) participating in the environment. The resource
providers impose utilisation constraints on the resources in order
to avoid the resources from being overloaded or misused [18,21].
The utilisation constraints of a particular resource, R, are:

• Maximum Allowed CPU Time (MaxCPUTime): The maximum time
allowed for the execution of a task or a batch at a resource.

• Maximum Allowed Wall-Clock Time (MaxWCTime): The maximum time a task or a batch can spend at the resource. This encompasses task CPU time and task processing overhead at the
resource (task waiting time, and task packing and unpacking
overhead).
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Table 1
Terms and definitions.
User application and task requirements
BoT
T
TFSize
ETCPUTime
OFSize
UBudget
UDeadline

Bag of Tasks
A Task
Task File Size
Estimated Task CPU Time
Output File Size
User Budget allocated for a grid application
User Deadline for completing a grid application

Grid resources and resource-network utilisation constraints
GR
R
MaxCPUTime
MaxWCTime
MaxSpace
PCost
MaxTransTime

A set of Grid Resources
A grid Resource
Maximum allowed CPU Time
Maximum allowed Wall-Clock Time
Maximum allowed storage Space for the task and output files
Task Processing Cost per time unit
Maximum allowed file Transmission Time between the meta-scheduler and a resource

Task categories and the average requirements of each category
TFSizeCI
ETCPUTimeCI
OFSizeCI
TCat
AvgTFSize
AvgETCPUTime
AvgOFSize

Task File Size Class Interval
Estimated Task CPU Time Class Interval
Output File Size Class Interval
Task Category
Average Task File Size of a task category
Average Estimated Task CPU Time of a task category
Average Output File Size of a task category

Average deployment metrics of each task category–resource pair
E.g. Average deployment metrics of a task category k on a resource j, TCatk − Rj
Av gSTRTimek,j
Av gCPUTimek,j
Av gWCTimek,j
Av gPCostk,j
Av gRTSTimek,j
Av gOv erheadk,j
Av gTRTimek,j

Average meta-Scheduler To Resource task file transmission Time
Average task CPU Time
Average task Wall-Clock Time
Average task Processing Cost
Average Resource To meta-Scheduler output file transmission Time
Average task processing Overhead
Average Task Turnaround Time

• Maximum Allowed Storage Space (MaxSpace): Maximum space
that a task or a batch (including the corresponding output files)
can occupy at the resource at a time.
• Task Processing Cost (PCost): The task execution cost per time
unit charged by a resource.
(3) The third input is the network utilisation constraint:

• Maximum Allowed File Transmission Time (MaxTransTime):
The tolerance threshold or the maximum time that a metascheduler can wait for the task and output files to be transmitted to and from a resource.
In order to form a task group, having these input sets, the policies
on task granularity can be generalised as follows.
Assuming that a bag of tasks contains n tasks,
BoT = {T0 , T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 , . . . , Tn−1 };

BoTTOTAL = n

and the grid environment consists of r resources,
GR = {R0 , R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , . . . , Rr −1 };

GRTOTAL = r

the seven policies for determining the granularity of a task group,
TG, for a grid resource, Ri, would be:
Policy 1:
Policy 2:
Policy 3:
Policy 4:
Policy 5:
Policy 6:
Policy 7:

TG CPU time ≤ MaxCPUTimeRi
TG wall-clock time ≤ MaxWCTimeRi
TG and output transmission time ≤ MaxTransTimeRi
TG and output file size ≤ MaxSpaceRi
TG turnaround time ≤ Remaining UDeadline
TG processing cost ≤ Remaining UBudget
Number of tasks in TG ≤ Remaining BoTTOTAL

where, Policies 1–4 are related to resource-network utilisation
constraints, Policies 5–6 are on QoS requirements, and Policy 7 is
to check the task availability.

However, there are three issues that affect the task granularity
decision according to these seven policies as the grid resides in an
environment of heterogeneous resources and fluctuating network
conditions.
ISSUE I: A grid resource can be a supercomputer, a cluster
of multiple nodes, a node with multiple processing cores, etc.
The wall-clock time of a task is influenced by the speed of a
resource’s local job scheduler (e.g. SGE, PBS, LSF, Libra, thread-level
schedulers, etc.) and the current processing load of the resource. In
order to obey the Policies 2 and 5, one should know the overheads
of resources’ queueing systems in advance.
ISSUE II: Task CPU time differs according to the resources’
processing capabilities. For example, a group of five tasks might
be handled by Resource A smoothly, whereas it may exceed the
maximum allowed CPU time or wall-clock time of Resource B, in
spite of having a similar architecture as Resource A. In addition,
the CPU time highly depends on the programming model and
compilation platform of the task. Relevant to this issue is the
term ‘fine-grain’ or ‘lightweight’ which is very fuzzy in nature.
For example, an executable file with 20,000 instructions can be
a fine-grain task for a machine that processes 10,000 instructions
per second. However, a machine that processes 10 instructions per
second will consider the executable file as an average- or coarsegrain task. Hence, we should learn the resource speed and the
processing need of the tasks prior to the task grouping in order to
obey Policies 1 and 6.
ISSUE III: Task grouping increases the file size to be transmitted
to and from the resources. Hence, the network will be overloaded
if there is no control over the number of files to be grouped into
a single batch. Here, we should consider the varying achievable
bandwidth and the latency of the interconnected network [19,22].
For example, the network bandwidth at time tx may support the
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Fig. 1. The meta-scheduler and the information flow.

transmission of a batch of seven tasks, however, at time ty this
may result in a heavily-loaded network, leading to an unfavourable
transmission time (where x < y). Therefore, we should determine
the appropriate file size that can be transferred at a particular time
in order to utilise the achievable bandwidth and obey the Policies
3 and 5.
These issues are caused by the dynamic nature of a grid
environment. Hence, there is a need for periodic observations on
the status of the grid.

Algorithm 1: Level 1 Task Categorisation.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4. Implementation of the meta-scheduler
In our meta-scheduler, the issues mentioned in Section 3 are
tackled using three approaches in the following order:

Data: Requires TFSize of each T and TFSizeCI
for i ← 0 to BoTTOTAL do
if Ti−TFSize < TFSizeCI then
TCatID ← 0
else
ModValue ← Ti−TFSize mod TFSizeCI
BaseValue ← Ti−TFSize − ModValue
if ModValue < TFSizeCI /2 then
TCatID ← (BaseValue/TFSizeCI ) − 1
else
TCatID ← ((BaseValue + TFSizeCI )/TFSizeCI ) − 1

9
10
11

Ti belongs to TCat of ID TCatID

• Task Categorisation: Categorising the tasks according to their
requirements.

• Task Category–Resource Benchmarking: Learning the behaviour of the grid in response to the executions of the categorised tasks.
• Average Analysis: Learning the behaviour of the grid periodically in response to the executions of the categorised tasks.
These three approaches and the process flow of the metascheduler are explained in the following subsections.
4.1. Task categorisation
The tasks in a parametric-sweep BoT are similar in terms of task
file size, while varying in terms of CPU time and output file size. The
tasks in a non-parametric sweep BoT vary in terms of CPU time, and
the task and output file size. When adding a task into a group, the
TFSize, ETCPUTime, and OFSize of the task group get accumulated.
Hence, the scheduler should select the most appropriate tasks from
the BoT (in a timely manner) so that the resulting task group
satisfies all the seven policies. This demands the need for proper
task file management and file searching strategies.
Here, we arrange the tasks in a tree structure based on certain
class interval thresholds applied to TFSize, ETCPUTime, and OFSize.
This approach divides the tasks into categories according to the
task file size class interval (TFSizeCI ), followed by the estimated task
CPU time class interval (ETCPUTimeCI ), and then the output file size
class interval (OFSizeCI ).
Algorithm 1 depicts the level 1 categorisation in which the tasks
are divided into categories (TCat ) based on TFSize of each task and
the TFSizeCI . The range of a category is set according to TFSizeCI . For
example, the range of:
TCat0 : 0 to (1.5 × TFSizeCI )
TCat1 : (1.5 × TFSizeCI ) to (2.5 × TFSizeCI )
TCat2 : (2.5 × TFSizeCI ) to (3.5 × TFSizeCI )

The category ID (TCatID) of a task is 0 if its TFSize is less than the
TFSizeCI (line 2, 3). Otherwise, the mod and base values (line 5, 6) of
the TFSize are computed to determine the suitable category range.
For example, when TFSizeCI = 10 size unit, then
tasks with (0 < TFSize < 15) belong to TCat0
tasks with (15 ≤ TFSize < 25) belong to TCat1
tasks with (25 ≤ TFSize < 35) belong to TCat2
This is followed by level 2 categorisation in which the
categories from level 1 are further divided into sub-categories
according to ETCPUTime of each task and ETCPUTimeCI . A similar
categorisation algorithm is applied for this purpose. For example,
when ETCPUTimeCI = 6 time unit, then the tasks in
TCat0
TCat0
TCat1
TCat1

with (0
with (9
with (0
with (9

< ETCPUTime < 9) belong to TCat0−0
≤ ETCPUTime < 15) belong to TCat0−1
< ETCPUTime < 9) belong to TCat1−0
≤ ETCPUTime < 15) belong to TCat1−1

Subsequently, level 3 categorisation divides the categories from
level 2 into sub-categories based on OFSize and OFSizeCI . For
example, when OFSizeCI = 10 size unit, then the tasks in
TCat0−0
TCat0−0
TCat0−1
TCat0−1

with (0 < OFSize < 15) belong to TCat0−0−0
with (15 ≤ OFSize < 25) belong to TCat0−0−1
with (0 < OFSize < 15) belong to TCat0−1−0
with (15 ≤ OFSize < 25) belong to TCat0−1−1

Fig. 2 presents an instance of task categorisation when
TFSizeCI = 10, ETCPUTimeCI = 6, and OFSizeCI = 10. The
categories at each level are created only when there is at least
one task belonging to that particular category. For each resulting
TCat, the average task requirements are computed, namely,
average task file size (Av gTFSize), average estimated task CPU time
(Av gETCPUTime), and average output file size (Av gOFSize). These
average task requirements will be used by the meta-scheduler in a
later process (in Section 4.2).
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Fig. 2. Task categorisation.

This file organisation allows the meta-scheduler to easily locate
the category that obeys the seven policies. Then, it selects a task file
from the particular category to be added into a batch.
The order of the categorisation process can be altered; e.g. in
level 1 categorisation, the tasks can be divided according to
ETCPUTimeCI instead of TFSizeCI . The resulting categories are not
affected by the categorisation order, but merely depend on the
class interval used at each level. Small class intervals can be used
to increase the number of resulting categories in order to achieve
better accuracy when selecting a task for a batch.

Av gCPUTime2,j based on TCat0

= Av gETCPUTime2 × (Av gCPUTime0,j /Av gETCPUTime0 )
Av gCPUTime2,j based on TCat1

= Av gETCPUTime2 × (Av gCPUTime1,j /Av gETCPUTime1 )
Av gCPUTime2,j based on TCat3

= Av gETCPUTime2 × (Av gCPUTime3,j /Av gETCPUTime3 ).
Assuming that m task categories have participated in the
benchmark phase, then the Av gCPUTime2,j can be formulated as,

4.2. Task category–resource benchmarking
As mentioned in Section 3, the performance and overhead
of the resources or the network cannot be estimated based on
some written specifications. Hence, we suggest a benchmark phase
where a few tasks are selected from the BoT and deployed on the
resources. This is to study the behaviour of the grid when dealing
with the user tasks before scheduling the entire BoT.
For this purpose, first, we determine the dominating categories
based on the total number of tasks in the categories. Then, we
select p tasks from the first 20%–50% of the dominating categories
and send to each resource. The total number of benchmark tasks,
BTasksTOTAL , with m dominating categories can be expressed as:
BTasksTOTAL = m × p × GRTOTAL .

The average CPU time of TCat2 for a resource j can be updated as
follows:

(1)

Upon retrieving the processed output files of a benchmark task,
the remaining UBudget and UDeadline are updated accordingly.
Then, the following seven deployment metrics of the task are
computed:
task file transmission time (meta-scheduler to resource); CPU
time; wall-clock time; processing cost; output file transmission
time (resource to meta-scheduler); processing overhead (task
waiting time, and task packing and unpacking time at the
resource); and turnaround time.
Finally, after completing all the benchmark tasks, the average of each deployment metric is computed for each task category–resource pair. For a category k, the average deployment metrics on a resource j are expressed as average deployment metrics
of TCatk − Rj , which consist of:
average task file transmission time (Av gSTRTimek,j ); average
CPU time (Av gCPUTimek,j ); average wall-clock time
(Av gWCTimek,j ); average processing cost (Av gPCostk,j ); average
output file transmission time (Av gRTSTimek,j ); average processing overhead (Av gOv erheadk,j ); and average turnaround time
(Av gTRTimek,j ).
It can be noticed that not all the categories are participating
in this benchmark. Therefore, the average deployment metrics of
those categories will be updated based on the average ratio of the
categories participated in the benchmark. For example, assume
that TCat0 , TCat1 , and TCat3 have participated in the benchmark.


Av gCPUTime2,j =

Av gETCPUTime2



m−1



×

(Av gCPUTimek,j /Av gETCPUTimek )

m

k=0

where k denotes the TCatID in the benchmark and k takes
specific values in the range {0, 1, 2, . . . , TCatTOTAL − 1}.
A similar rule is applied to update the other task deployment
metrics in the following order:


Av gSTRTimei,j =

Av gTFSizei
m−1



×

(Av gSTRTimek,j /Av gTFSizek )


m

k=0


Av gCPUTimei,j =

Av gETCPUTimei



m−1



×

(Av gCPUTimek,j /Av gETCPUTimek )

k=0


Av gRTSTimei,j =

Av gOFSizei



m−1

×



(Av gRTSTimek,j /Av gOFSizek )

m

k=0


Av gPCosti,j =

Av gCPUTimei,j



m−1

×



(Av gPCostk,j /Av gCPUTimek,j )

k=0


Av gOv erheadi,j =

m−1



Av gOv erheadk,j


m

k=0

Av gWCTimei,j = Av gCPUTimei,j + Av gOv erheadi,j

m

m
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Fig. 3. Process flow of the meta-scheduler system.

Av gTRTimei,j = Av gWCTimei,j + Av gSTRTimei,j
+ Av gRTSTimei,j
where,
k denotes the TCatID in the benchmark and k takes specific
values in the range {0, 1, 2, . . . , TCatTOTAL − 1}.
i denotes the TCatID missed the benchmark and i takes
specific values in the range {0, 1, 2, . . . , TCatTOTAL − 1}.
j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , GRTOTAL − 1 (Grid resource ID).
m = Total categories in the benchmark.
In short, this benchmark phase studies the response or
performance of the grid resources and the interconnecting
network on each task category.
4.3. Average analysis
Task categorisation and task category–resource benchmarking
help the meta-scheduler to learn the behaviour of the grid. Now,
we can group the tasks according to the seven policies as in
Section 3.
However, as the grid operates in a dynamic environment,
the deployment metrics of a task category may not reflect the
latest grid environment after a time period [23]. Hence, the metascheduler should update the deployment metrics of each TCatk − Rj
pair periodically based on the latest processed task groups.
A group or batch may contain tasks from various categories. The
batch is accepted by a resource as a single task. Upon execution, the
deployment metrics can only be computed for a batch rather than
for the individual tasks in the batch. Hence, our meta-scheduler
practices the followings steps to update the deployment metrics
of each TCatk − Rj pair:
For a resource Rj ,
1. Get the latest processed task groups and their ‘actual’ deployment metrics. Here, we select groups that were successfully
processed by Rj within the last 10 min.
2. Identify the tasks and their categories in each group. Based on
the previous TCatk −Rj average metrics, compute the ‘estimated’
task deployment metrics that each group should obtain.
3. For each group, compute the ratios ‘estimated’: ‘actual’ of the
seven deployment metrics. Use these ratios to estimate and
update the latest TCatk − Rj average details.
4. For those categories which did not participate in the latest
processed task groups, update their TCatk − Rj average details
based on the ratios of the participated categories as explained
in Section 4.2.
This periodic average analysis on the latest processed task
groups will keep updating the meta-scheduler with the current
performance of each TCatk − Rj pair.

4.4. The meta-scheduler
We developed a meta-scheduler that practices the proposed
task granularity policies and approaches to schedule and deploy
fine-grain tasks on individual and cluster-based resources. The
meta-scheduler is implemented in Java using multi-threading
features. Fig. 3 presents the process flow of the entire metascheduler system.
There are eight modules involved in the system, namely, Controller, Task Categorisation, Benchmark, Task Grouping-Dispatching,
Output Fetching, Constraint Fetching, Average Analysis, and Task
Granularity.
(1) The Controller manages the flow of the meta-scheduler. It
ensures that the QoS requirements are satisfied at runtime. (2)
The Task Categorisation categorises the user tasks as mentioned
in Section 4.1. (3) Then, it invokes the Benchmark which selects
BTasksTOTAL benchmark tasks from the BoT which will be dispatched
(4,5) to the grid resources by Task Grouping-Dispatching. (6) The
Output Fetching then collects the processed benchmark tasks.
After the benchmark phase, (7,8) the Average Analysis studies
the task category–resource average deployment metrics. (10) The
Constraint Fetching keeps retrieving the resource-network utilisation constraints periodically, which will be used as conditions in
task grouping policies.
(12) Having the categorised tasks, (9) TCatk − Rj average
deployment metrics, and (11) the resource-network utilisation
constraints, the Task Granularity determines the number of tasks
from various categories that can be assigned into one batch for
a particular resource. When selecting a task from a category, the
estimated deployment metrics of the group are accumulated from
the average deployment metrics of the particular task category.
The resulting task granularity must satisfy all the seven policies
mentioned in Section 3 of this paper.
The task categorisation process derives the need for enhancing
Policy 7 to control the total number of tasks that can be selected
from a category. Hence, the Policy 7 can be expressed as follows:
Policy 7: Total tasks in TG from a TCatk ≤ size_of (TCatk )
where,
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , TCatTOTAL − 1

(TCatID).

(13,14) After setting the task granularity, the Task GroupingDispatching groups the selected tasks and transfers the group to
the designated resource. Technically, the module compresses the
selected tasks into one file. (15) The processed groups are then
retrieved by the Output Fetching, and the remaining UBudget and
UDeadline are updated accordingly. The cycle (10–15) continues for
a certain time period and the Controller signals the Average Analysis
to update the average deployment metrics of each TCatk − Rj
based on the latest processed task groups. The subsequent decision
on task granularity will be according to the updated average
deployment metrics.
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Table 2
Grid resources.
ID

Resource name (location)

Total nodes

Total cores

Operating system, speed, RAM

R0
R1
R2
R3

ibm.mygridusbio.net.my (MIMOS, Malaysia)
sun.mygridusbio.net.my (MIMOS, Malaysia)
belle.csse.unimelb.edu.au (UNIMELB, Australia)
sigs.mmu.edu.my (MMU, Malaysia)

8
16
1
1

8×4
16 × 8
1×4
1×4

CentOS, 2.60 GHz, 15 GB
CentOS, 2.20 GHz, 32 GB
Ubuntu, 2.80 GHz, 2 GB
OpenSUSE, 2.40 GHz, 2 GB

Eliminating synchronisation overhead: The resources are heterogeneous in terms of processing speed. When a particular resource completes its benchmark tasks, a set of
instances of Average Analysis, Constraint Fetching, Task
Granularity, and Task Grouping-Dispatching are initiated
for that resource. Thus, the subsequent task scheduling,
grouping, and deployment activities can be conducted for
the resource without a delay. This eliminates the synchronisation overhead; there is no need for the metascheduler to wait for all the resources to complete their
benchmark tasks before performing the next iteration of
task grouping and deployment.
The grid resources are not synchronised throughout
the scheduling process. A task group is dispatched to a
resource when the resource becomes idle.
Scheduling tasks to cluster nodes: In our grid environment, there
is no direct connection between the meta-scheduler and
the cluster nodes. The meta-scheduler can only access the
head or master node of the cluster. It then submits the
tasks to the cluster job queueing system which assigns
the tasks to the idle nodes in the cluster. Therefore, before
planning the task deployment, there is a need to enquire
the cluster job queueing system about the number of idle
nodes. The meta-scheduler prepares sufficient number
of task groups so that it can utilise all the idle nodes
simultaneously.
When a processed task group is retrieved by the
Output Fetching, the meta-scheduler plans the next task
group to the cluster. Throughout the scheduling process,
the meta-scheduler keeps track of the average number of
nodes available in the cluster. This value will be used by
the Average Analysis to measure the average performance
of the cluster resource as a whole instead of the individual
cluster nodes.
5. Performance evaluation
In this section, we conduct three phases of experiments using
our meta-scheduler to realise the effects of the task granularity
policies. The following subsections deliver detailed explanations
on the experimental set-up and the performance analysis.
5.1. Grid environment
Table 2 presents the information of four grid resources used for
our experiments. MIMOS, Malaysia [24] is an active site connected
to the EGEE infrastructure [25]. For our experiments, we use two
PBS clusters, namely R0 and R1 , from MIMOS, R2 from the University
of Melbourne (UNIMELB), Australia, and R3 from Multimedia
University (MMU), Malaysia. The client machine which runs the
meta-scheduler is located in MMU, the same domain as R3 . The
machine is equipped with a dual-core CPU of 2.00 GHz and 3 GB
RAM.
The client machine communicates with MIMOS and UNIMELB
resources via conventional Internet connections, whereas it uses
Intranet access to MMU resources. Simple SSH, SCP, and RSH
protocols are used for authentications, file transmissions, and task
executions.

5.2. Grid applications
The experiments are conducted using two types of BoT
applications, namely, parametric and non-parametric sweep
applications.
Application 1: Non-parametric sweep application: This BoT comprises instances of six computational programs, namely, heat distribution, linear equation, finite differential equation, and three
versions of PI computation. The instances of each program are to
be executed using various parameter sets. There are 634 tasks in
this BoT and the requirements of the tasks are TFSize (7–10 KB),
ETCPUTime (0.07–10 min), and OFSize (0.05–5950 KB).
The majority of the tasks are considered fine-grain: 79.02% of
the tasks have ETCPUTime ≤ 2 min and 78.86% of the tasks have
OFSize ≤ 1000 KB.
Application 2: Parametric sweep application: As a test case for
the parameter sweep application, we use the Evolutionary MultiObjective Optimiser (EMO) [26]. EMO is an evolutionary optimiser
based on genetic algorithms [27] and it constitutes a perfect
candidate to devise a parameter sweep scenario: the optimiser
is a simple console application whose behaviour can be tuned
by more than 25 parameters. The EMO application supports
the optimisation of the well-known benchmark problems in the
field [28] and can be extended by integrating the function to
optimise for real life applications. In order to cover a reasonable
domain of possible scenarios for real life cases, we generate
149 tasks by exploring different combinations of the following
parameters:
Number of Generations: The number of iterations that the
algorithm is repeated before terminating; the values range from
50 to 500 stepping by 50.
Number of Individuals: The number of sampling points used
at each iteration to evaluate the function to optimise; the
values: 50, 100, 200, 300, 500.
With this tuning, the requirements of the tasks in this BoT are
TFSize (120 KB), ETCPUTime (0.002–30 min), and OFSize (0.47–57.71
KB). 78.52% of the tasks have ETCPUTime ≤ 5 min. The remaining
tasks can be considered as average- or coarse-grain as their
ETCPUTime ranges up to a maximum of 30 min.
In our meta-scheduler, the tasks in both the applications are
categorised according to: TFSizeCI = 1 KB, ETCPUTimeCI = 1 min,
and OFSizeCI = 500 KB.
5.3. Performance analysis
Three phases of experiments are conducted for our performance analysis.
5.3.1. Experiment phase I
The goal of this phase is to analyse and compare the overhead
involved in individual task deployment with group-based task
deployment. We select 50 tasks with ETCPUTime ≤ 1 min
and OFSize ≤ 16 KB from the non-parametric sweep BoT for
further deployment on R0 . It involves 10 experiments and the task
granularity for each experiment is indicated in Table 3.
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Table 3
Task granularities for experiment phase I.
Experiment

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

Task granularity
Total task groups
Total file transmissions

1
50
100

2
25
50

4
13
26

6
9
18

8
7
14

10
5
10

12
5
10

14
4
8

16
4
8

18
3
6

Fig. 4. Performance charts from experiment phase I.

Experiment I reflects the conventional task deployment where
the tasks are transmitted to R0 one-by-one; the task granularity
is set to one. This induces 50 task executions and 100 file
transmissions (50 for task file and 50 for output file transmissions).
In Experiment II, two tasks are grouped together before the
deployment process. This incurs 25 task groups and 50 file
transmissions. In Experiment X, 18 tasks are grouped into a batch.
Thus, only three task groups are created and sent to R0 for
executions. Throughout these experiments, all the eight nodes of
R0 were free of processing loads, thus we could occupy the entire
PBS queue of the cluster.
Fig. 4 shows the performance charts of the 10 experiments.
Fig. 4(a) indicates that the conventional method consumes 14.45
min, whereas grouping two tasks before the deployment consumes
8.08 min. This shows a performance improvement of 44.09%.
The minimum application turnaround time is achieved with an
improvement of 65.38% when the granularity is eight (with
seven task groups). One of the factors contributing towards this
achievement is the utilisation of seven processing nodes in parallel,
where one task group is assigned to one node.

Fig. 4(b) presents the transmission time involved in each
experiment. The conventional method with 100 file transmissions
spent 11.18 min, in contrast with a total of 1.71 min spent by the
seven task groups of granularity eight. The transmission time is
further analysed in terms of average time as shown in Fig. 4(c).
We notice that, when the granularity is 16, the average output
file transmission time reaches the peak with 23.32 s. However,
there are only four output files to be transmitted, thus the overall
transmission time still shows a better performance of 83.03% as
compared to the conventional method.
Fig. 4(d) and (e) show the average task and output file size, and
the resulting file size-transmission time ratio respectively. Despite
the fluctuating network condition, the ratio reveals that an average
of 0.73 KB of the task file are handled in one second during the
conventional task deployment. On the other hand, the four task
groups (granularity 16) are handled at 10.25 KB/s. This reveals that
a better network utilisation can be achieved if we group the small
files before the transmission and deployment activities.
The exact execution time of the 50 tasks in each experiment
ranges from 8.69 min to 8.92 min. The ‘actual’ turnaround
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Table 4
Resource-network utilisation constraints.
Utilisation constraints
MaxCPUTime (min)
MaxWCTime (min)
MaxSpace (MB)
MaxTransTime (min)
PCost (cost units per ms)

Table 5
Task deployment, experiment phase II.

Set I

Set II

R1

R2

R3

R1

R2

R3

2
7
8
4
5

5
10
10
6
4

4
8
15
5
4

10
20
10
4
5

10
30
15
6
4

8
15
20
5
4

time of a task is (transmission time + execution time + other
overheads), whereas the ‘estimated’ turnaround time is (execution
time + transmission time). In order to realise the impact of
task grouping on the overall application processing overhead,
we computed the average ‘actual’ turnaround time and average
‘estimated’ turnaround time of all the tasks. Then, we scaled the
summation of average ‘actual’ and ‘estimated’ turnaround time to
100% as shown in Fig. 4(f).
As for the conventional method, the ‘estimated’ time is only
10% of the 100%. The ‘actual’ time is 9 times more than the
‘estimated’ time. Better performance is observed starting from
granularity eight with ‘actual’ time 60% and ‘estimated’ time 40%.
The minimum overhead is achieved with granularities 14 and 16
with the ‘actual’ time being 55% and ‘estimated’ time being 45%.
5.3.2. Experiment phase II
Upon realising the need for task grouping, in this section, we
test the performance of the proposed meta-scheduler based on
resource-network utilisation constraints (Policies 1–4) and task
availability (Policy 7). We plan four experiments for performance
comparisons:
Experiment I: Conventional scheduling where a task is deployed
as a resource or a cluster node becomes available.
Experiment II: Grouping is done based on the policies with the
maximum task granularity set to 20.
Experiment III: Grouping is done based on the policies with no
limit imposed on the task granularity.
Experiment IV: Grouping is done based on the policies for
resources with extended utilisation constraints.
Experiment I is conducted using the conventional task deployment method. Experiments II–IV follow the proposed approaches
and process flow shown in Section 4. All the 634 tasks from the
non-parametric sweep BoT are used in this phase.
At the time of the experiments, the entire PBS queue of R0
was reserved for other users and on average, only six nodes were
available from R1 . Hence, in total we used eight processing nodes
from R1 , R2 , and R3 throughout the experiments. Table 4 shows
the utilisation constraints imposed on the three resources. Set I
constraints are used in Experiments II and III, while the extended
constraints in Set II are used in Experiment IV.
During Experiments II–IV, the meta-scheduler arranges the 634
tasks into 25 categories based on the class intervals mentioned in
Section 5.2. The resulting task categories are:
0–328, 1–59, 2–32, 3–16, 4–21, 5–12, 6–12, 7–7, 8–9, 9–10,
10–8, 11–9, 12–16, 13–12, 14–8, 15–6, 16–8, 17–6, 18–3, 19–14,
20–14, 21–9, 22–6, 23–6, 24–3.
For example, 0–328 indicates 328 tasks in category 0.
The first 30% dominating categories are 0, 1, 2, 4, 3, 12, 19.
Two tasks from each dominating category are deployed on every
resource during the benchmark phase; 14 tasks per resource.
Hence, in total, 42 tasks are processed by the three resources before
the first average analysis iteration.
Table 5 shows the number of groups and the corresponding
task counts deployed on the resources during the experiments. In

Resource

Deployment

Experiment
I

II

III

IV

R1

Groups
Tasks

301
301

193
388

166
352

89
426

R2

Groups
Tasks

109
109

35
58

32
83

25
63

R3

Groups
Tasks

224
224

49
188

47
199

31
145

Total

Groups
Tasks

634
634

277
634

245
634

145
634

Experiment II, the meta-scheduler limits the maximum number
of tasks in a group to 20 and in total, 277 task groups are
formed at runtime. In Experiment III, no such condition is
imposed, hence, 245 groups with higher granularities are deployed
on the resources. When the resource MaxCPUTime, MaxWCTime,
and MaxSpace are extended to support higher granularities in
Experiment IV, in total, only 145 groups are created by the metascheduler.
The group count indicates the total task and output file
transmission iterations to and from the resources. Experiment IV
involves only 145 × 2 file transmission iterations as compared to
634 × 2 transmission iterations in the conventional deployment.
The task count conveys the granularity of the groups (the number
of tasks) processed by each resource. For example, in Experiment
III, R1 (with six active nodes) processed 166 groups with 352
tasks which is 55.52% of the total tasks; R2 handled 32 groups
with 83 tasks; and R3 executed 47 groups with 199 tasks. Out
of the participating eight processing nodes, R3 delivers a better
performance as it completed 31.39% of the tasks. This is due to
the domain of R3 which is same as the meta-scheduler and R3 is
a dedicated machine for our experiments.
The performance charts of Experiment Phase II are presented in
Fig. 5. Conventional task deployment without any prior planning or
analysis consumes 377.83 min to complete the 634 tasks. Experiment II–IV spent 51.20%, 48.47%, and 67.51% of the conventional
time respectively as conveyed in Fig. 5(a). The minimum application turnaround time is achieved in Experiment III when the task
granularity is decided merely based on the resource-network utilisation constraints. Table 6 lists the granularity for each resource
during Experiment III and the number groups created at runtime.
For example, for R2 , apart from the 14 benchmark tasks, only 18
task groups are created; 12 groups hold one task each (12 : 12);
one group has two tasks (1 : 2); three groups contains nine tasks
each (3 : 27); and two groups has 14 tasks each (2 : 28).
On the other hand, when the resource-network utilisation
constraints are extended in Experiment IV, we notice that the
turnaround time has increased to 255.08 min. Grouping many
tasks until reaching the extended constraints (MaxCPUTime,
MaxWCTime, and MaxSpace) results in course-grain groups. Each
node will handle fewer groups with higher granularities. This
reduces the optimal degree of parallelism suitable for this BoT. In
addition, course-grain task groups increases the overhead at the
resource site: task packing and unpacking time, and task waiting
time. We observed that, on average, the wall-clock time of a task
in Experiment IV is 13.61 min and the relevant overhead is 6.25
min. In contrast, as presented in Fig. 5(c), Experiment III reduces
the overhead up to 89.44%.
Another interesting observation is the processing cost which
depends on the task CPU time and the charges imposed by the
resources. Fig. 5(d) shows the total task CPU time utilised at the
resources (as for R1 , the average CPU time consumed at each node
is computed). When handling the higher granularity tasks with
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Fig. 5. Performance charts from experiment phase II.
Table 6
Task deployment, experiment III.
Granularity

Group:Task
R1

R2

R3

1 (Benchmark)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
12
13
14
15
29

14:14
116:116
8:16
–
10:40
6:30
1:6
3:21
–
1:12
4:52
–
3:45
–

14:14
12:12
1:2
–
–
–
–
–
3:27
–
–
2:28
–
–

14:14
12:12
–
7:21
1:4
4:20
3:18
2:14
1:9
–
–
–
–
3:87

Total Groups:Tasks

166:352

32:83

47:199

lower degree of parallelism, the nodes spend more time for task
decompression, I/O operations, and output compression. Hence,
the total CPU time increases in Experiments II–IV as compared to
the conventional task deployment. The impact can be seen on the
resulting processing cost in Fig. 5(b). In short, we can conclude that
Experiment III provides the best application turnaround time when
the grouping is done based on the resource-network utilisation
constraints. However, QoS requirements need to be considered in
order to utilise the resources in an economical manner.
5.3.3. Experiment phase III
In Experiment Phase II, we realise the need for considering
QoS requirements when grouping the tasks. Hence, in this
Experiment Phase III, the meta-scheduler considers all the seven
policies pertaining to resource-network utilisation constraints,
QoS requirements, and task availability. The policies and task
grouping approaches are tested on the EMO application using three
experiments:
Experiment I: Conventional scheduling where a task is deployed
as a resource or a cluster node becomes available.

Experiment II: Grouping is done based on the policies with no
limit imposed on the task granularity.
Experiment III: Grouping is done based on the policies for
resources with extended utilisation constraints.
Resource-network utilisation constraints similar to those
shown in Table 4 are used for this phase. Set I constraints are
applied for Experiment II and Set II constraints for Experiment III.
During Experiments II and III, the meta-scheduler produced
19 categories comprising the 149 tasks. Two tasks from 20% of
the dominating categories are selected for the benchmark phase.
Eventually 64 groups are created in Experiment II and 56 groups in
Experiment III.
Fig. 6 shows the resulting time and cost consumptions upon
performing task grouping based on the seven policies. The
conventional deployment required 96.81 min to complete all
the 149 tasks in the BoT. Experiment II consumed 73.48 min,
revealing a performance improvement of 24.10%. Experiment III
with extended constraints used 89.77 min which is only 7.27%
better than the conventional method.
Chart (b) shows the total processing cost charged for the three
experiments. Experiment II results in the minimum cost which
saves 11.01% of the amount spent for the conventional method.
Meanwhile, Experiment III could save up to 2.9%.
It can be noticed that when grouping the tasks according to the
extended utilisation constraints, we should limit the number of
tasks in the group in order to achieve the minimum application
processing time and cost. This is a major concern in a commercial
grid where the users reserve the resources in advance [29]. The
users have limited budget to process all the application tasks
within the reserved period. In such a scenario, heuristic methods
can be used to adaptively limit the task granularity by learning the
grid status, and predicting the time and budget utilisation prior to
the task grouping and deployment.
The design of the meta-scheduler can be extended to accommodate a service-oriented grid environment [30] in which grid services are available through web service interfaces (e.g. the Open
Grid Service Architecture (OGSA)) [31,32]. The meta-scheduler can
cooperate with the grid data management service (e.g. Globus Reliable File Transfer (RFT) [33]) for transmitting task and output files
to and from the grid resources. In addition, the grid monitoring and
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Fig. 6. Performance charts from experiment phase III.

information service, and the resource allocation manager service
can be used for learning the specification of the grid resources, executing the tasks, and for monitoring the task progress [34]. During
the deployment, multiple task can be grouped into a single task execution service [32] according to the task granularity policies proposed in this paper.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed policies and approaches for deciding
the task granularity at runtime based on resource-network
utilisation constraints, QoS requirements, and the latest average
task deployment metrics. Our idea is implemented in a metascheduler which is tested in a real grid environment. The metascheduler deals with individual and clustered nodes without any
synchronisation overhead. The approaches in the meta-scheduler
support both parametric and non-parametric sweep BoTs. The
experiments show that our proposed approaches lead towards an
efficient and economical way of utilising the grid resources.
Our approach can be adapted to accommodate work-flow
applications, data-intensive applications, and task migrations. In
addition, the policies and task grouping can be coordinated with
grid resource reservation techniques in order to achieve a better
resource utilisation within the reserved or allocated time slots. The
policy set given in this paper can be extended to control memory
usage and total running or waiting tasks as desired by the resource
providers.
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